FIRST OVER EVEREST
to be specially driven from the engine. We devoted deep
thought to the problem of finding a place for these dynamos
in the highly congested interior of a fuselage in whose original
design they did not figure. Finally, they were placed on their
heads, as it were, immediately behind die engines in front of
the pilots, and with their spindles vertical
This position for the dynamo involved not only the manu-
facture of a special bevel gear, but its ab initio design, which the
Bristol Company carried out in record time. Even were die
latter unlimited, it would have been a difficult task*
The dynamos supplied current not only for the all-important
oxygen hearing, but for a multitude of other purposes*
Each aviator wore an elaborate one-piece suit with the
lightning fastener running up the front. These admirable suits
were made by Messrs. Siebe Gorman, and consisted of an outer
shell of a hard wind-resisting "Everest" cloth. Beneath this was
an inner suit of Kapok, quilted to a considerable thickness, and
lined with twill. In this lining were sewn a galaxy of electric
wires, the heating being conveyed through them all over the
aviator's body, with the exception of his posterior which was
thoughtfully and judiciously left unwired.
The tracery of wires was thick in front of the suits and down
the arms and legs, the maze of tiny lines being connected to a
single plug on a lead at the left hip. From this plug a flexible
cable connected the person to a fixed electrical plug in the
aeroplane cockpit.	»
Besides the suit, the rubber-soled flying-boots of sheepskin and
the gloves were heavily wired for heating purposes, each item
being connected by a short cable to the sleeve and trouser leg.
To link all this up was no light task. In addition to the thick
ekctrically-heated gauntlets, tie observers wore inner gloves of
silk, provided by Messrs. Gieves. These enabled them to
momentarily handle their delicate instruments and cameras
with the big gloves off.
The crews growled strongly about thek attire, but drew
eomfort from the hardships of their forerunners,
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